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KAMLESH VASWANI VS. UNION OF INDIA 

 

AFFIDAVIT  

 

I……, do hereby solemnly affirm and state as under: 

1. Deponent is a Telecom and Networking professional….. 

2. Deponent is deeply concerned about the easy availability of and accessibility of 

pornographic websites on the internet in India. Deponent is filing this affidavit with the 

object to assist the Hon’ble court on the methodology of blocking pornographic 

websites on the internet covering the entire country. Deponent believes and can 

demonstrate in the Hon’ble Court and outside to any government agencies the easy and 

inexpensive available technology. Deponent does not believe that blocking websites on 

the internet involves high expenditure or the technology is not available.   

Summary Points 

3. There are many techniques used to block access to Internet content. At a country level, 

internet filtering is most commonly implemented in two levels: at the ISP within the 

country and on the Internet backbone at the International gateway. At these levels, few of 

the principal techniques used for Internet filtering are: IP blocking, DNS 

tampering/blocking, and proxy-based blocking methods. Different methods being used 

by various countries for Internet blocking (including India) are summarized in a table. 

 

4. Out of these techniques DNS blocking is the most efficient and cost effective technique 

to implement. According to certain media news reports: In the year 2006, Internet 

Service Providers Association of India reportedly has sent instructions to ISPs showing 

how to block websites by DNS instead of by IP. 

5. What is DNS? – DNS stands for Domain Name System. Computers and other network 

devices on the Internet use an IP address to route our requests to the site we're trying 

to reach. This is similar to dialing a phone number to connect to the person you're trying 

to call. DNS is like a phone book for the Internet. If you know a person’s name but don’t 

know their telephone number, you can simply look it up in a phone book. DNS provides 

this same service to the Internet e.g. When you visit http://www.flipkart.com in a 

browser, your computer uses DNS to retrieve the website’s IP address of 

180.179.145.106. Without DNS servers, the Internet would shut down very quickly. 

Currently all DNS servers are being maintained by various Internet Service Providers 

(ISPs) in India. It is at this control point, at which we want to implement blocking of 

websites. 

6. What is Community based Internet Filtering? - The main challenge with DNS blocking is 

that how will an Enforcing Agency know that which sites to block and which to leave 
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free. Problem is that with millions of websites out there, how will it know that which 

sites are hosting Pornographic material and which are not. The solution proposed for 

this is Community based DNS blocking. Government task will be to maintain a category 

database that will slot websites into different categories based on the content they are 

hosting. Blocking will be done at a content category level instead of individual site level. 

Category of contents that are blocked will be published to the ISPs for blocking. 

Categories will also be published to general Public for their knowledge and to bring 

transparency into the overall system. This is to protect Freedom of Speech guaranteed 

under the constitution. 

7. Task is to categorize the nearly millions of websites into these different categories. For 

this task public help will be utilized. A website (Citizen Internet protection website) will 

be created by the Government (work can be outsourced to companies like Infosys, TCS), 

where identified citizens of India can categorize websites based on their content. On 

this website, users can also query to find out about a particular website in which 

category does it falls and if it is blocked? The Enforcement agency employees can go 

through these requests on a Daily basis and take decisions on which sites to block and 

which not to block based on guidelines published by the Government. The results of 

those decisions would immediately be available to the general public via the website 

and will be communicated to the ISPs for implementation.  In this way an open and 

transparent two way communicating system can be created between the Government 

and Citizens to tackle this issue. However, if some of the websites are blocked due to 

National Security reason, those need not be shared with the general public. 

8. A list of suggested categories is provided. A clear and concise definition of all the 

categories is provided. Out of these, the category of Pornography; Sadist/Sexuality; are 

the categories of items that are the objective of this case and should be blocked at the 

country level. Except these Government should also consider blocking some of these 

other categories - Tasteless, Phishing; Proxy/Anonymizer. These are also websites which 

are quite harmful to the individual and the country and should be blocked for general 

public access. Loopholes in DNS blocking methodology and methods to effectively plug 

them are discussed.   

9. Finally summary and conclusion is provided. 

End of summary. 

PART- II 

DETAILS OF TECHNOLGOY AND METHODOLOGY 

FOR BLOCKING PORN WEBSITES ON THE NET. 
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(10) Internet Websites blocking using DNS (Community based 

Internet Filtering) 

Today Internet is a necessity without which we cannot live. Every citizen needs to use the 

Internet, say for a person to book a ticket, a student to download school homework, for a young 

adult to register for college, to pay bills or for a farmer to check for crop prices, check for 

Weather and so on and so forth. There is a feeling in the general public that Internet is not safe 

to use. Even when they don't intend to, most Internet users run into pornography, gambling, 

Personal Information thieves (Phishing) and even predators on the Internet. Consider these 

statistics: 

• 70 percent of all users who have ever gone online have accidentally stumbled across 

pornography online. For Senior Citizens >60 years, the figure is more than 50 percent. 

• One in five children ages 10-17 have received a sexual solicitation over the Internet. 

• 80 percent of children said they do not have rules about Internet use in their homes. 

• One in five persons have received an email or come across a website trying to steal their 

personal or bank information. 

 

(11.1) Techniques for Internet Filtering used across the World? 

Much of the excerpt for this section are taken from the book – ACCESS DENIED, The Practice and 

Policy of Global Internet Filtering, Robert Deibert et.al., MIT Press, 2008. 

There are many techniques used to block access to Internet content. Each of these techniques can 

be used at different levels of Internet access within a country. Internet filtering is most commonly 

implemented in two levels: at the ISP within the country and on the Internet backbone at the 

International gateway. Methods may overlap; an ISP may filter content using one particular 

technique while another technique is used at the international gateway… 

There are a few principal techniques used for Internet filtering including IP blocking, DNS 

tampering, and proxy-based blocking methods. Blocking behavior by country is summarized 

below. 
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IP blocking is effective in blocking the intended target and no new equipment needs to be 

purchased. It can be implemented in an instant; all the required technology and expertise is 

readily available. Depending on the network infrastructure within the country it may also be 

possible to block at or near the International gateway so that the blocking is uniform across ISPs. 

(11.2) DNS tampering/blocking is achieved by purposefully disrupting DNS servers, which 

resolve domain names into IP addresses. Generally, each ISP maintains its own DNS server for 

use by its customers. To block access to particular web sites, the DNS servers are configured to 

return the wrong IP address in case of DNS tampering or to return a Blocked access page to the 

user in case of DNS blocking. See examples of Blocked access pages from different countries in 

later section. There is one loophole in this technology that users can circumvent this technique by 

accessing an IP address directly or by configuring your computer to use a different DNS server 

than your ISP server. These concerns are addressed in a later section of this document and can be 

addressed effectively by the ISPs by following certain precautions. 

In the year 2006, in India, Internet Service Providers Association of India reportedly has 

sent instructions to ISPs showing how to block by DNS instead of by IP. This was reported on 

Rediff.com website - http://www.rediff.com/news/2006/jul/19blogs.htm  

(11.3) Proxy based filtering is the other technique. Saudi Arabia uses SmartFilter as a filtering 

proxy and displays a blockpage to users when they try to access a site on the country’s block list. 

The blockpage also contains information on how to request that a block be lifted. China filters by 
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keywords that appear in the host header (domain name) or URL path. On some ISPs in Iran, such 

as Shatel and Datak, keywords in URL paths are blocked. 

Modifications can be made to the blocking efforts of a country by the authorities at any time. 

Sites can be added or removed at their discretion. 

 

(12.1) What is DNS? 

Before jumping into DNS Blocking and how it can be done. Let us first understand, what is DNS? 

DNS stands for Domain Name System. Computers and other network devices on the Internet 

use an IP address to route our requests to the site we're trying to reach. This is similar to dialing 

a phone number to connect to the person you're trying to call. DNS or Domain Name System is 

like a phone book for the Internet. If you know a person’s name but don’t know their telephone 

number, you can simply look it up in a phone book. DNS provides this same service to the 

Internet. 

When you visit http://www.flipkart.com in a browser, your computer uses DNS to retrieve the 

website’s IP address of 180.179.145.106. Without DNS, you would only be able to visit a website 

by knowing its IP address. As an example, you may try typing IP address directly, such as 

http://180.179.145.106 in your browser window. Your browser will open www.flipkart.com 

website. 

Without DNS servers, the Internet would shut down very quickly. But how does your computer 

know what DNS server to use? Typically, when you connect to your Internet service provider 

(ISP) or WiFi network, the modem or router that assigns your computer's network address also 

sends some important network configuration information to your computer or mobile device. 

That configuration includes one or more DNS servers that the device should use when 

translating DNS names to IP address. These DNS servers are maintained by the ISPs and they 

keep them updated with the latest IP address mapping databases of websites on the Internet. In 

case they don’t have information about a particular website address, then DNS servers 

collaborate with other DNS servers, which are known as secondary, tertiary and root DNS 

servers to get you the information. An overview of the DNS request and resolution process is 

provided next. 
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(12.2) Step 1: Request information 

The process begins when you type in your browser window a hostname, such as visiting 

http://www.flipkart.com. The first place your computer looks is its local DNS cache, 

which stores information that your computer has recently retrieved. 

If your computer doesn’t already know the answer, it needs to perform a DNS query to 

find out. 

Step 2: Ask the DNS servers 

Your computer queries (contacts) your ISP’s DNS servers. Servers have their own 

caches, so the process usually ends here and the information is returned to the user. 

Step 3: Ask the other DNS servers 

If the information is not stored on the ISPs DNS server, it queries (contacts) other DNS 

servers such as root name servers. Root name servers are the ultimate authority for 

their domain and the information is returned to the requesting DNS server. 

Step 4: Return Address information to User 

ISP DNS server caches the information in its own memory and returns the corresponding 

IP address to the user. 

Step 5: Access website using address 

Your computer uses the address provided by the ISP DNS server to access the website, 

which in this case is http://180.179.145.106 and caches the information for future use. 
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From the above example it is clear that the ISPs play a critical role in the Domain name 

resolution process. The DNS server of the ISP is a critical control point in the IP network without 

which the entire IP network will come down. So the DNS server of the ISP is the place, where 

DNS blocking gets implemented.  

 

 

(13.1) What is Community based Internet Filtering? How it functions? 

From the above discussion it is clear that DNS is a desired method for us to perform website 

blocking, but the question is how it can be done. The main challenge with DNS blocking is that 

how will an Enforcing Agency know that which sites to block and which to leave free. Problem is 

that with millions of websites out there, how will it know that which sites are hosting 

Pornographic material and which are not. If it inadvertently blocks certain legitimate sites then 

that is a problem. If it under-blocks then there are sites that are still hosting objectionable 

material and are escaping the blocking process. If it over-blocks then there are legitimate sites 

that are getting blocked. So solution is a blocking mechanism that has feedback and community 

participation built into it. Since citizens of this country are the ultimate users of the Internet 

then why not let them tell, which sites are good and meet the guidelines of Internet content 

hosting and which sites are bad and do not meet the guidelines. Government task should be 

limited to publishing a clear set of guidelines, which can be uniformly applied for all Internet 

content filtering.  

(13.2) The solution proposed for this is Community based Internet Filtering. Government task 

will be to maintain a category database that will slot websites into different categories based on 

the content they are hosting. Blocking will be done at a content category level instead of 

individual site level. Category of contents that are blocked will be published to the ISPs for 

blocking. Categories will also be published to general Public for their knowledge. First Major task 

is to categorize the nearly millions of websites into these different categories. For this task 

public help will be utilized. A website (say Citizen Internet protection website) should be created 

by the Government (work can be outsourced to any of the software services companies such as 

Infosys, TCS, Wipro and others), where identified Indian citizens (show proof of citizenship) can 

categorize websites based on their content. On this website, users can also query to find out 

about a particular website in which category does it fall and if it is blocked? The Enforcement 

agency employees can go through these requests on a Daily basis and take decisions on which 

sites to block and which not to block. The results of those decisions would immediately be 

available to the general public via the website and will be communicated to the ISPs for 

implementation.  In this way an open and transparent two way communicating system can be 

created between the Government and Citizens to tackle this issue. Government should be 

instructed to take proper measures for popularizing the Citizens Internet Protection website with 
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the help of Newspaper and Media Advertisements and campaigns. The Government Internet 

filtering policy should be clearly stated and communicated to all citizens. Open debate and 

taking citizens inputs on policy is the way to go. 

(13.3) Initial website database can be populated by collaborating/purchasing this information 

from existing database providers in the world such as OpenDNS, McAfee etc. OpenDNS for 

example is one of the largest providers of DNS blocking servicers in the world and has a 

database of more than 25 million websites in its database. 1 in 3 schools in the US and many 

more worldwide use OpenDNS for Internet content blocking. Even Facebook, which is one of the 

largest Internet companies in the world, relies on OpenDNS for protecting their office Internet 

connections. 

 

(14.1) How does the Citizens Internet protection website Work? 

Identified Indian Citizens (based on UID/Passport Number/PAN Number etc) login into the 

Community Internet protection website submit information about a particular website, that 

which category it should fall. This process is called as website tagging. The number of categories 

is fixed and is predefined. 

Submit on website and tag domains 

 

For example categorize YouTube.com into "Video Sharing" and MySpace.com into 

"Social Networks." 

Users verify other users' tags 
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Verify the accuracy of other community members' tags. They do the same for yours.  

This way an Open and accurate community based database of website categorization can be 

maintained. The category of domains is explained later. Government can take decision from 

time to time to block certain domain categories and to unblock certain other domain categories 

as desired. 

 

(14.2) What are the categories for Websites classification and filtering? 

The following is a list of categories into which Websites can be classified for filtering. 

 

Definition of these categories we are providing below, taken from the site - 

https://community.opendns.com/domaintagging/categories  
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Academic Fraud 

Sites that promote educational fraud, 

including but not limited to plagiarism 

and cheating. 

Adult Themes 

Sites that are adult in nature and are not 

defined in other rating categories. Note: 

This category should only be turned on 

if you want to be very restrictive on your 

network. 

Advertising 

Sites that serve advertising. This 

category is specifically aimed at 

identifying ad servers. Note: not 

available as a filter at this time. 

Alcohol 

Sites about alcohol use, commercial and 

otherwise. 

Anime/Manga/Webcomic 

Sites that host online comics, cartoons 

and graphic novels. 

Auctions 

Sites for buying and selling via auction. 

Automotive 

Sites about automobiles, including 

manufacturers, news, reviews and 

hobbyist information. 

Blogs 

Sites that are personal or group journals, 

diaries or publications. 

Business Services 

Sites for corporations and businesses of 

all sizes, especially company websites. 

Chat 

Sites where you can chat in real-time 

with groups of people. Includes IRC and 

video chat sites. 

Classifieds 

Sites for buying and selling (or 

bartering) goods and services. Includes 

sites with real estate and housing 

listings. 

Dating 

Sites for meeting other people. 

Drugs 

Sites about illegal or recreational drug 

use. 

Ecommerce/Shopping 

Sites that are online stores for products 

and services. 

Educational Institutions 

Sites for schools, covering all age levels 

and types. 

File Storage 

Sites that offer space for hosting, sharing 

and backup of digital files. 

Financial Institutions 

Sites for banks, brokerages, trusts and 

other financial organizations. 
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Forums/Message boards 

Sites with discussions, including bulletin 

boards, message boards and forums. 

Gambling 

Sites that offer gambling or information 

about gambling. 

Games 

Sites that offer game play and 

information about games (news, tips, 

cheat codes). 

Government 

Sites operated by government agencies, 

including city, state, regional, county 

and federal levels. Also includes .mil 

domains. 

Hate/Discrimination 

Sites that promote intolerance based on 

gender, age, race, nationality, religion, 

sexual orientation or other group 

identities. 

Health and Fitness 

Sites that offer information about health 

care and health services. Includes fitness 

related sites and information about 

health and fitness. 

Humor 

Sites that are intended to be funny or 

humorous. 

Instant Messaging 

Sites that offer access or software to 

communicate in real-time with other 

individuals. 

Jobs/Employment 

Sites that offer job listings, resume 

services, interview coaching and similar 

employment-related services. 

Lingerie/Bikini 

Sites displaying or dedicated to 

lingerie/bikini that could be considered 

adult-only. 

Movies 

Sites that promote movies or offer movie 

watching online. 

Music 

Sites about music, including news, band 

and fan information. 

News/Media 

Sites that offer news and information, 

including newspapers, broadcasters and 

other publishers. 

Non-Profits 

Sites for non-profit or charity 

organizations and services. 

Nudity 

Sites that provide images or 

representations of nudity. 

P2P/File sharing 

Sites that facilitate the sharing of digital 

files between individuals, especially via 
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peer-to-peer software, including torrent 

sites. 

Parked Domains 

Sites that are placeholders "parked" for 

future use. Current uses may include 

single-page advertising sites. 

Phishing 

Sites that that aim to trick you into 

handing over personal or financial 

information. 

Photo Sharing 

Sites for sharing photographs, as 

individual images, galleries and albums. 

Podcasts 

Sites that offer podcasts, digital media 

files distributed over the Internet, often 

using syndication feeds, for playback on 

portable media players and personal 

computers. Both audio and video 

podcasts are included. 

Politics 

Sites about politics, politicians, political 

parties and organizations. Government 

sites are separate. 

Pornography 

Anything relating to pornography, 

including mild depiction, soft 

pornography or hard-core pornography. 

Portals 

Sites that offer gateways to the Internet 

as a whole, often including bundled 

services on their own site. 

Proxy/Anonymizer 

Sites providing proxy bypass 

information or services. Also, sites that 

allow the user to surf the net 

anonymously, including sites that allow 

the user to send anonymous emails. 

Radio 

Sites that offer online radio listening or 

promote radio stations. 

Religious 

Sites about religion, religious teachings 

and groups, and spirituality. 

Research/Reference 

Sites such as encyclopedias, dictionaries 

as well as other research-related 

resources. 

Search Engines 

Sites that offer result listings based on 

keywords. 

Sadist/Sexuality 

Sites that provide information, images or 

implications of bondage, sadism, 

masochism, fetish, beating, body 

piercing or self-mutilation. This category 

is not intended for LGBT related sites 

that do not fall under the aforementioned 

criteria. 

Social Networking 
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Sites that promote interaction and 

networking between people. 

Software/Technology 

Sites about computing, hardware and 

technology, including news, information, 

code and vendor information. 

Sports 

Sites about sports of all kinds, from 

professional to amateur, from news to 

league information and schedules. 

Includes Martial Arts and MMA related 

sites. 

Tasteless 

Sites that contain information on such 

subjects as mutilation, torture, horror, or 

the grotesque. Includes Pro-Anorexia 

and Pro-Suicide related sites. 

Television 

Sites that promote television shows or 

offer television watching online. 

Tobacco 

Sites about tobacco use and related 

products, commercial and otherwise. 

Travel 

Sites with travel information and 

services, including reservations for 

airlines, cars, hotels, vacations, and trips. 

Video Sharing 

Sites for sharing video content. 

Visual Search Engines 

Sites for searching for images based on 

keywords. 

Weapons 

Sites about weapons, commercial and 

otherwise. 

Web Spam 

Redirect targets containing unwanted 

Sweepstakes/Survey/Advertisements for 

free merchandise, pharmaceutical spam 

or rolex distributions.  

Webmail 

Sites that offer the ability to send or 

receive email. 
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(15) What are the Category of sites that should be filtered in India? 

Out of above list the following category items – Pornography; Sadist/Sexuality; are the category 

of items that are the objective of this case and should be blocked at the country level. 

Except these Government should also consider blocking some of these other categories - 

Tasteless, Phishing; Proxy/Anonymizer. These are also websites containing information that are 

quite harmful for the general public to access and to make use of. 

 

(16) What are the benefits of doing this at India Level? 

The benefits of performing this blocking at India level are. 

1. Low Cost: DNS Servers are already present in the country. ISPs all over India use it to 

resolve website names. Website access denial based upon Category of sites is a cost 

effective method that can be used in conjunction with the ISPs. In one go we have 

provided protection to the entire population of India as compare to performing piece-

meal solutions for each school, college, home or office. Aim is that a basic level 

protection mechanism is available for all citizens irrespective of their purchasing power 

or technology know-how about the Internet. 

2. Pornographic Protection: Protect from Pornographic content that is existing on the 

Internet. Anything relating to pornography, including mild depiction, soft pornography 

or hard-core pornography. 

3. Sadist/Sexuality Category: Sites that provide information, images or implications of 

bondage, sadism, masochism, fetish, beating, body piercing or self-mutilation. 

Apart from above categories, Government of India may consider blocking some of these 

other category of sites as these carry other kinds of objectionable material, which are 

unhealthy for General public access. 

4. Tasteless: Sites that contain information on such subjects as mutilation, torture, horror, 

or the grotesque. Includes Pro-Anorexia and Pro-Suicide related sites. Such sites should 

be banned as these are lawfully banned activities in India. 

5. Phishing protection: Phishing emails and websites that aim to trick you into handing 

over personal or financial information. Such web-sites should be banned as these come 

under economic offence category. See Advertising campaigns being run by various 

Government bodies educating people about such websites and emails. Instead of 

spending money on these Ads, government can as well ban such websites! 

6. Proxy/Anonymizer Protection: Sites providing proxy bypass information or services. 

Also, sites that allow the user to surf the net anonymously, including sites that allow the 

user to send anonymous emails. Such sites have been used by Terrorist organizations in 
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the past and emails originating from terrorist become untraceable due the use of such 

sites for sending those emails. This comes under Home Affairs category. 

 

(17) How does a Website blocking message look like? 

A web-site blocking message appears like this to the user, with the following essential 

information. 

1. First information is that the requested website has been blocked by so and so authority, 

which is a competent authority to do so. 

2. Second information is where the user can go and appeal in case he/she feels that the 

requested website has been wrongly blocked. 

Examples of website blocking pages from other countries are reported below. 

Qatar’s Qtel blockpage 

 

 UAE’s du blockpage 
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(18.1) What are the loopholes? 

There is one loophole in this technology that users can circumvent this technique by accessing an 

IP address directly or by configuring their computer to use a different DNS server than the ISP 

server. The first loophole is only for technology savvy persons who want to take the extra effort it 

takes to resolve an IP address manually. Such persons obviously are highly motivated to access 

specific content on the Internet and hence are very difficult to control or block anyway. Our aim 

for filtering is not targeted for such individuals. Our concern is for those users who are using the 

Internet for their day to day work and don’t want to access pornographic or get trapped in a 

phishing attempt inadvertently. These users are whom we want to protect. In the extreme cases, 

IP level blocking can be done for specific cases of National Interest. 

Another loophole of this technology is that a user can configure to use another DNS server on 

his computer and bypass its ISPs DNS server. For example in my computer settings, I can force 

the computer to use Google DNS service at 8.8.4.4 , 8.8.8.8 and thereby bypass the DNS service 

that my ISP is providing to me.  

(18.2) Solution to this problem is for the ISP to block requests to any other DNS server except 

their own. To block non-trusted DNS servers, ISPs need to use the features their router provides 

to control the IP address/Ports that pass through their network. Routers have a Blocked 

Services, Access Control, or Port Filtering feature that lets you block outgoing/incoming access 

to certain ports of a set of IP addresses. This is what you need - your underlying objective is to 

block users from being able to access Port 53 of any IP address, except the IP address of the ISP 

DNS servers. Port 53 is the port used by Web clients to request DNS mapping information from 

DNS servers. The exact method will differ between routers but should be straight forward for 
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the Network Administrator of the ISP to perform. This should be implemented in all the main 

(city level) routers of the ISP. 

In summary, the loopholes can all be taken care by proper planning and execution on part of the 

Government and the ISPs.  

 

(19.1) Summary and Conclusion 

In summary Community based Internet Filtering is an effective technique for blocking of 

objectionable Internet Websites in India. India has 243 million Internet users as of June 2014, 

(Times of India report) and this number is growing every day. Everybody needs to use the 

Internet for one or the other of their needs. Children as small as 8 years are downloading 

homework from the Internet and Senior Citizens as old as 60 years and above are using it to 

connect to their loved ones. People rich, poor, farmer, executive all are using the internet for 

their daily needs. Today they are exposed to all kinds of Pornographic and other harmful 

material being hosted on various websites of the Internet. They advertently or in-advertently 

are accessing this material and are getting harmed.  

(19.2) There are no efforts being made by the Government of India and the Internet Service 

Providers (ISPs) from stopping this from reaching the countries 243 million Internet Users. This is 

gross violation of the provisions of criminal law, POCSO, IT Act and its Rules including Blocking 

Rules. Technology for stopping this malpractice is already available with the Government of 

India and the ISPs. DNS blocking is a proven, low cost technology that can be easily implemented 

on the ISPs existing systems. The only extra cost is the cost of creating and maintaining a 

website tagging database and site. This site we are calling as the Citizens Internet protection 

website. The technology and the skill for creating such a website database and linking it with the 

ISPs DNS servers is again readily available within India. Any of the software service provider 

companies in the country can be tasked for this activity to create and maintain this service. 

Therefore, the Government of India to make all efforts in this regards and to block all possible 

porn websites on the net.  

The above information is true to my knowledge. 

 

DEPONENT 

VERIFICATION: 


